Cached data a b s t r a c t This paper describes the structure of the Windows registry as it is stored in physical memory. We present tools and techniques that can be used to extract this data directly from memory dumps. We also provide guidelines to aid investigators and experimentally demonstrate the value of our techniques. Finally, we describe a compelling attack that modifies the cached version of the registry without altering the on-disk version. While this attack would be undetectable with conventional on-disk registry analysis techniques, we demonstrate that such malicious modifications are easily detectable by examining memory.
Introduction
The Windows registry is a hierarchical database used in the Windows family of operating systems to store information that is necessary to configure the system (Microsoft Corporation, 2008) . It is used by Windows applications and the OS itself to store all sorts of information, from simple configuration data to sensitive data such as account passwords and encryption keys. As described in Section 2, researchers have found that the registry can also be an important source of forensic evidence when examining Windows systems.
Another important yet non-traditional source of forensic data is the contents of volatile memory. By examining the contents of RAM, an investigator can determine a great deal about the state of the machine when the image was collected. Although techniques for analyzing and extracting meaningful information from the raw data found in memory are still relatively new, guidance on the collection of physical memory is now a common part of many forensic best practice documents, such as the NIST Special Publication ''Guide to Integrating Forensic Techniques into Incident Response'' (Kent et al., 2006) .
Our work seeks to bring these two areas of research together by allowing investigators to apply registry analysis techniques to physical memory dumps. We will begin by explaining the structure of the Windows registry as it is represented in memory, and describe techniques for accessing the registry data stored in memory. A prototype implementation of an in-memory registry parser will then be presented, along with some experimental results from several memory images. We will also discuss particular considerations investigators should be aware of when looking at the registry in memory.
Finally, we will show that although under normal conditions the stable keys (see Section 3.3 for details on the distinction between stable and volatile keys) recovered from the in-memory copy of the registry are essentially a subset of those found in the on-disk copy, an attacker with access to kernel memory can alter the cached keys and leave those on disk unchanged. The operating system will then make use of the cached data from the registry, and a forensic examination of the disk will not detect the changes. We will show how analyzing the registry in memory can detect this attack.
Related work
Over the past several years, it has become increasingly clear that the registry can contain a great deal of information that is of use to forensic examiners. Research has shown that it contains such data as lists of recently run programs (Stevens, 5 The author's affiliation with The MITRE Corporation is provided for identification purposes only, and is not intended to convey or imply MITRE's concurrence with, or support for, the positions, opinions or viewpoints expressed by the author.
a v a i l a b l e a t w w w . s c i e n c e d i r e c t . c o m j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w . e l s e v i e r . c o m / l o c a t e / d i i n (Carvey, 2007) , and wireless networks the user connected to (Carvey, 2005a) . Registry data, Carvey notes, ''provides a wealth of information that the investigator can use to make his case'' (Carvey, 2005a) . Meanwhile, starting with the DFRWS 2005 Memory Analysis Challenge (DFRWS, 2005) , a great deal of progress has been made towards cataloging the contents of physical memory on Windows systems and documenting how to make use of the information it contains. Using freely available tools, investigators can find disk encryption keys (Walters and Petroni, 2007) , list processes and threads (Schuster, 2006) , and detect the presence of some techniques used by malicious software such as DLL injection and hiding (Dolan-Gavitt, 2007; Walters, 2006) .
Attacks that alter cached data in memory to deceive the operating system while remaining hidden from tools that analyze non-volatile storage are not entirely unheard of. In their 2006 USENIX paper, Petroni et al. (2006) described an attack which modifies SELinux's access vector cache to grant additional privileges while remaining undetected by traditional kernel integrity protections. More broadly, attacks on cached data fall into the category of in-memory operating system alterations; other examples of this type of attack include Metasploit's DLL injection payload (Metasploit, 2008) , which loads executable code into the address space of an exploited process, and the Slammer worm, which was never written to disk as it propagated from system to system (F-Secure, 2003) .
Documentation about the inner workings of the Configuration Manager, the Windows subsystem that manages the registry, is sparse. The most complete reference is Windows Internals, by Russinovich and Solomon (2004) , which describes some of the internal mechanisms, but does not provide enough detail, on its own, to allow extraction of the registry from memory. A blog post by Anand (2008) provides some more details, and gives an example of manually translating a cell index into a virtual address using WinDbg. Finally, a series of posts by Dolan-Gavitt (2008a-c) provide lower-level technical details on the internal mechanisms of the Configuration Manager.
3.
The registry in memory
Overview
Although the Windows registry appears as a single hierarchy in tools such as regedit, it is actually made up of a number of different binary files called hives on disk. These files and their relationship to the hierarchy normally seen are described in KB256986 (Microsoft Corporation, 2008) . The hive files themselves are broken into fixed sized bins of 0 Â 1000 bytes, and each bin contains variable-length cells, which hold the actual registry data. References in hive files are made by cell index, which is essentially a value that can be used to derive the location of the cell containing the referenced data.
As for the structure of the registry data itself, it is generally composed of two distinct data types: key nodes and value data.
The structure can be thought of as analogous to a filesystem, where the key nodes play the role of directories and the values act as files.
1 One key difference, however, is that data in the registry always has an explicit associated type, whereas data on a filesystem is generally only weakly typed (for example, through a convention such as file extension).
To work with registry data in memory, it is necessary to find out where in memory the hives have been loaded and know how to translate cell indexes to memory addresses. It will also be helpful to understand how the Windows Configuration Manager works with the registry internally, and how we can make use of its data structures to tell us what the operating system itself maintains about the state of the registry.
Locating hives
The Configuration Manager in Windows XP references each hive loaded in memory using the _CMHIVE data structure.
2
The _CMHIVE contains several pieces of metadata about the hive, such as its full path, the number of handles to it that are open, and pointers to the other loaded hives on the system (using the standard _LIST_ENTRY data structure used in many Windows kernel structures to form linked lists). It also has another important structure embedded within it, the _HHIVE, which contains the mapping table used to translate cell indexes (more details on this are given in Section 3.3). Our approach to finding hives in memory has two stages. First, we scan physical memory to find a single hive; this is easily accomplished, as each _HHIVE begins with a constant signature 0 Â bee0bee0 (a little-endian integer). Furthermore, the structure is allocated from the kernel's paged pool, and has the pool tag CM10; these two indicators are sufficient to find valid _HHIVEs in all Windows XP images we have examined. Once a single instance has been found, the HiveList member is used to locate the others in memory.
3 The pointers to the previous and next hives in the list are virtual addresses in kernel memory space, and must be translated to physical addresses using the page directory of some process.
4
In typical Windows XP SP2 memory images, we found 13 hives: the NTUSER and UsrClass hives for the currently logged on user, the LocalService user, and the NetworkService user (total of six hives); the template user hive (''default''); the Security Accounts Manager hive (''SAM''); the system hive; the SECURITY hive; the software hive; and, finally, two volatile hives that have no on-disk representation. The two volatile hives deserve some special mention: one, the HARDWARE hive, is generated at boot and provides information on the hardware detected in the system. The other, the REGISTRY hive, contains only two keys, MACHINE and USER, which are used to provide a unified namespace in which to attach all other hives.
3.3.

Cell indexes
Unlike their layout on disk, hive files in memory need not be contiguous. Moreover, keys and values may be added while the operating system is running, and while it would be inefficient to have to search for free space in the registry file, simply appending a new bin to the end of the hive would quickly cause the hive to grow to an unmanageable size. To solve this, the Configuration Manager creates a mapping between cell indexes and addresses in virtual memory, in much the same way that a process gets a map between its virtual addresses and the physical address space of main memory (Russinovich and Solomon, 2004) .
The map for a given hive is stored in the _HHIVE structure's Storage member, and once located, it can be used to give us full access to the registry data stored in memory. To perform the translation, the cell index is broken into four parts: a one bit selector saying whether the cell index's main storage is stable (on-disk) or volatile (only in memory), 10 bits giving the index into the list of hive address tables, 9 bits that select a single entry from that table, and finally a 12-bit offset into the block given by that table entry. Fig. 1 shows how the different parts of the cell index are related to the hive's address tables and cell data. Now, given the address of the table directory and a cell index, we can translate that cell index into a virtual address in kernel memory (Dolan-Gavitt, 2008a ). Once we can perform this translation, reading the registry is relatively straightforward, as the data structures are identical to those used for the on disk. Several open source programs exist that can read binary registry data, such as Samba's regfio (Samba) or the perl module Parse::Win32Registry (Macfarlane), and the data structures and algorithms from these tools can be applied directly to the task of reading registry data in memory with only small modification to use the in-memory translation method for cell indexes. To walk the entire hive, we can start at the root key (always at cell index 0 Â 20), and then walk the subkeys just as we would an on-disk hive.
One crucial difference, however, is the existence of volatile keys and values in in-memory hives. The _CM_KEY_NODE structure has two members, SubKeyCounts and SubKeyLists, that give the number of subkeys and a pointer to the subkey list, respectively. Each member, however, is actually an array of length two: the first entry in the array refers to the stable keys, while the second refers to the volatile keys. Most existing implementations of Windows registry parsers, such as Samba's regfio library (Samba) and the Perl Parse::-Win32Registry module (Macfarlane), do not handle volatile subkey lists, and describe those portions of the key structure as ''unknown.'' The registry implementation in ReactOS handles volatile keys correctly, however.
These volatile keys are never stored on disk, and are automatically generated by the operating system when the machine is booted. Examples of information stored in these keys include an enumeration of all hardware detected on the system, the volatile portions of a user's environment, mounted volumes, and the current machine name. Although it is possible to access this information while the system is booted using live response techniques, it cannot be recovered using the on-disk hives from an image of the system. 5 Using these techniques, however, an investigator will be able to CmpHashTableSize; the address of these variables can be found either by using the debug symbols for the kernel that was loaded in the memory image, or by searching through the mapped kernel image and using some heuristic to validate whether a given address is a pointer to the hash table.
6 Each entry is a pointer to the KeyHash member of a Key Control Block, which is of type _CM_KEY_HASH. Entries in the hash table can point to more than one Key Control Block, and the full list for a given table entry can be found by repeatedly following the NextHash pointer in the key hash structure (DolanGavitt, 2008c ).
Implementation
We have implemented the techniques described in Section 3 as a plugin for Volatility (Walters, 2007) . This allows us to make use of the pre-existing libraries to do virtual address translation, process listing, and so on, as well as easily define the data structures needed to parse registry data (through the data model exposed in vtypes.py). Each hive is represented as its own virtual address space; the cell indexes described earlier are treated as memory addresses within the space of the hive. Thus when we want to find the root of a hive, it suffices to get the _CM_KEY_NODE structure at hive address 0 Â 20; the hive address space object then handles translating that cell index into a virtual address, and the virtual address space object in turn translates the virtual address into a physical offset in the memory dump.
A small library of functions has been developed that handles the most common tasks associated with reading information from registry hives: reading keys and values, opening a key given its full path, getting the root of the hive, and so on. Using these functions, other researchers should be able to easily create their own plugins to extract and Interpret portions of the registry that have forensic relevance, such as the UserAssist keys (Stevens, 2006) . Plugins have also been developed to automate the process of finding hives and examining the Key Control Blocks used by the Configuration Manager.
Experimental results
Several experiments were performed to compare the effectiveness of various methods of examining registry data. We tested four images running Windows XP Service Pack 2:
1. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The data reveal a few interesting facts: first, our technique of walking the hive starting at the root in memory is more effective than any other existing method of extracting registry keys and values from RAM. Second, on a real workstation, the amount of registry data recoverable from memory may be substantially smaller than what was observed in a virtual machine image; this is likely because of the large number of applications running, which would have caused unused portions of the registry to be paged out to disk (see Table 2 for a comparison of how much registry data was unreadable in each image). Finally, we note that an average of 631 keys and 1231 values per image were volatile and would not have been found using methods that only examine the hives on disk.
We also performed an experiment to determine how much difference there was between the on-disk version of the 6 One such heuristic is given by Dolan-Gavitt (2008c) , and involves checking to see if the resulting KCBs in the candidate table have a KeyHive member that points to a hive with the correct signature.
registry and the in-memory copy. We copied the registry hives from a suspended VMWare image, along with its memory image, and then enumerated all keys in each hive, both in-memory and on disk, and compared the outputs. Across all hives, we found: 546 keys were found only in memory. These are the volatile keys described in Section 3.3. 8246 keys were missing from the memory view, either because the Configuration Manager had not mapped that portion of registry hive in, or because it had been mapped into memory and then paged out. Six keys had a more recent timestamp in memory than on disk, indicating that a write had occurred but the change had not yet been written to disk.
Guidelines for investigators
In general, any standard forensic methods for examining registry data can be applied to the registry data in memory. However, there are certain caveats that apply uniquely to the examination of the data cached in RAM. Most importantly, it cannot be assumed that the data found in memory is complete. In addition to the usual consideration that the contents of main memory may be swapped out to the page file, it is also possible that parts of the registry may have never been brought into memory in the first place. In this case, its entry in the cell map table (see Section 3.3) will be set to zero, and the data is unlikely to be found in memory.
The most immediate consequence of this is that tools that deal with the registry from memory must be robust and able to handle missing data without crashing. Our initial attempts to work with registry data stored in memory involved extracting the hive from memory and saving it to disk, writing NULLs when data from memory was missing. However, we found that existing tools were unable to deal with the missing sections, and would crash or display incomplete output, and we were instead forced to write our own parser that was able to detect invalid structures and ignore them.
Because not all of the registry will necessarily be in memory, the data recovered from RAM should be examined alongside the on-disk hives. This will allow the investigator to get a complete picture of the registry: every key and value will be available on disk, and data that has not yet been written to disk can also be recovered from memory. In addition, as we will discuss in the next section, it is possible for an attacker to alter the data stored in the hive in memory without modifying the copy on disk; however, we will demonstrate that comparing the two views will reveal this activity.
7.
Detecting the cached data attack
As seen in Section 5, the so-called ''stable'' registry data in memory is generally a subset of what can be found on disk, due to the fact that any modified keys or values are written out to disk every five seconds by default (Russinovich and Solomon, 2004) . However, we have found that it is possible for an attacker with the ability to modify kernel memory to alter the cached registry data in memory, and thus alter the behavior of the operating system, without the changes being visible in the on-disk storage. For example, an attacker could find the key in memory that holds the password hashes for the Administrator user, and replace them with precomputed hashes for a known password. The attacker would then be able to log in as Administrator using the password of his choice. We have tested this attack using WinDbg on a VMWare virtual machine (though it could be accomplished fairly easily by any piece of code with access to kernel memory). First, we located the virtual memory address of the key SAM\Domains\ Account\Users\000001f0, and determined the address of its ''V'' value (this is the data value that contains the password hashes for the Administrator account). Then, we used the eb command to overwrite the hashes with our own precomputed LanMan and NT hashes for the password ''foobar''.
7 After logging out of the account to allow the new value to be read by the logon process, we were able to log in with the password ''foobar'' through both the standard Windows login screen The process of calculating the hashes is fairly complex and not germane here; for a good discussion see Dolan-Gavitt (2008d) .
d i g i t a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n 5 ( 2 0 0 8 ) S 2 6 -S 3 2 and Remote Desktop. We then used system normally for the next 15 minutes (ample time for the Configuration Manager's hive flush mechanism to take effect), created a memory dump by pausing the VM and copying its vmem file, and rebooted the virtual machine to verify that the new hashes had not been saved. As expected, the hashes had not been written out to the disk hive, and the original password was once again in effect. The changes were not flushed to the hive on disk because the modification was made without using the Configuration Manager's normal mechanisms, which update a list of ''dirty'' bins when registry data is written and schedule a hive flush (Russinovich and Solomon, 2004) . To verify that it was possible to detect this modification, we then extracted the cached value of the ''V'' key from the saved memory dump, and compared it with the version on disk, and thus detected the inconsistency. An examiner looking only at the on-disk hive would have found nothing amiss in this situation.
Future work
At the moment, the tools we have developed for accessing the registry in memory only work with images from Windows XP SP2. In order to be useful to the widest range of users, support for other versions of Windows such as Windows 2000 and Vista should be added. Luckily, it appears that the basic mechanisms such as cell maps are essentially the same from Windows 2000 onward; however, the process for finding the _CMHIVE structures is likely to be somewhat different. Also, the address of CmpCacheTable will not be the same as on Windows XP SP2, and it will have to be derived from the debug symbols on these new platforms. In addition, the prototype implementation we have currently still involves many manual steps to compare hives. Ideally, this process should be automated, and produce a report showing exactly what data differs between the hive in memory and its counterpart on disk. This would also make detection of any attacks on cached data trivial.
Finally, one limitation of the current techniques is that in order to read a key, all of the key's ancestors in the hive must be accessible. This is because at the moment, our only means of navigating to a key is to start at the root and work our way downward. Thus if a single key is unreadable, the entire subtree below that point will not be read. To solve this, we might imagine instead doing a linear scan across they hive for keys, subkey lists, and values, reassembling as many subtrees as possible. These subtrees could even be reattached to the main tree structure, provided there is only one missing key in between: if key A lists a subkey at cell index B, and key C lists its parent at index B, the presence of B can be inferred even the key itself is unreadable.
Conclusion
With the techniques described in this paper, full access to the registry data cached in memory is now possible. We have demonstrated that the format of the registry data in memory is identical to the structure found on disk, but with a different address translation mechanism. Because of this, investigators will be able to leverage all of the traditional forensic methods that apply to the on-disk registry, with some caveats (see Section 6). Finally, we have shown that there are attacks that cannot be detected without examining the registry in memory, and explored one specific case where an attacker could modify account credentials in the registry without leaving traces on disk. To counter such attacks, we recommended collecting registry data from both RAM and the hard drive, and comparing the two to obtain a complete picture of the state of the Windows registry. Although we are not aware of any incidents involving the attacks described in this paper in the wild, examiners will now be forearmed with tools that can counter them.
By supplementing traditional registry and memory analysis with these techniques, we hope that investigators will gain new tools with which to understand incidents. r e f e r e n c e s
